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About This Content
When a violent tremor shatters the islands of the Deadfire, the greatest wizards in Eora seek out the aid of the Watcher. The
archmage Maura has vanished into the depths of a newly opened dungeon located in the Black Isles and threatens to awaken
what lies forgotten there. Follow Maura's trail and determine the fate of one of the Deadfire Archipelago's most closely-held
secrets.

Traverse an expansive dungeon built into the flesh of a sleeping god.
Encounter the highest-level challenges yet faced by the Watcher and their companions.
Scheme with or defy the wills of Eora's most powerful wizards.
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Fairly quick tech demo doesn't take long to find all the content, but for a free game you can't ask much more. Makes you wish
for a more fully developed game! That said the graphics are beautiful, and some spells are really fun, the gateways to other
worlds are downright intimidating. Really cool stuff, worth a play.. Yes! Truly! Go for it!. ~The Good~
If you are looking for a great looking and feeling archery survival wave shooter this games new aurvival mode is great. Tghe
story mode feels like a disneyworld VR exhibition with the cute AI fairy companion\/commentary, fantastical beasts and
awesome post-steamworld feel. A genuine hats off to the developers for nailing a great the mechanics and world in a way that
puts this in my demo reel to show the vive off with.
~The Poop~
Now since this is a steam Indie, its time for the bad news. The story mode isn't just short, but jarringly cuts off just when you
think the games about to really take off. Seriously feels like I just went on a great date, invited the girl up for coffee and just
when getting to second base your roomate kicks the door in to ask how awesome it would be to pilot a steampunk gundam to
fight dragons. I feel like unless the devs are secretly building a full game sequel or intending to expand the story that this is
going to be one of those games that you reference as a "Could have been one of the greats" with your gamer friends for a long
time.
~Price\/Value~
Looks like the game originally released for $15, then had a price drop to $8.99 and I bought it on a sale at $4.94. With the added
survival mode its a solid buy at $5 but thats as high as there is value considering the variety of wave shooters and archery games
out there already with a lot more meat. Considering the price drop, I doubt that we are getting to third base at any time in the
future :-\/
. not a spelunky ripoff
actually a very robust and claustrophobic action-platformer. the idea is nice, its fun, I just think the content is has by now
doesnt make it worth 9 euros...
imma give it another try when there is
a) more content or
b) more stuff in the workshop
or c) its on sale....
but I like the concept and that you can upgrade your car and all that.... Difficult yes, looks simplistic yet more fun than most
games, the randomness really gives a unexpected moment, where everything is going well, then suddenly a crazy thing happens
and chances your current game. I am really enjoying the game, I recommend it.. Solid and fun so far. Seems to have a nice
amount of variety for so early in EA. Give it a shot...I already had a hilarious OMG RUN!! moment.. TO STATE THE TRUTH
this gme is a masterpice far beating those types of games with stupuid ideas and bad gameplay like call of duty and halo if this
had been around when videogames where starting out there would be no doom only the last anime boy must buy for all people
everywhere.. I have a Mac. Steam says it's available for Mac. So I downloaded the game with Steam on OSX ...and tadaaaa - not
playable because it is not available for Mac. Thats quite a mess. I mean I spent 14 Euro for a game, which i cannot play on my
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preferred Plattform although it was announced by the publisher.
So I dowloaded the game again. This time the windows version. The game started well, but then a hell load of bugs finally made
the game unplayable at all.
The sound hangs, there a tons of Graphic-Glitches and after beating Eagle-Island the screen gone black. The sound played
further. So I waited...but nothing happened. After restarting the game, I was put into the beginning area. No way to play any
further. This is a NO-GO for RPGs. Getting stuck, with the only possibility to start all over again. I'm really upset, because I
liked the story. Bring an update for this game...and relase the Mac Version as you promise hiere in Steam.
Up to then I cannot recommend this game.
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Old school beat em up fun! Streets of Rage in zombie apocalypse, what's not to like.
Good progression system and the co op is a blast.. I do not buy many games that I enjoy thoroughly. This one caught my
attention during its Early Release and had me hooked. Challenging levels that do not destroy you with an impossible difficulty,
amazing Steam Community support and very fun and clear graphics. I will be playing this one for quite some time. Hopefully
the devs continue to release full levels as they have been!. Lost Girl`s [diary] is a purely kinetic novel developed and publised by
SmoleVN, whilst the art style and music serves its purpose adequately the story itself whether it be due to poor translation or
poor writing while likely fail to keep your attention during the hour the game is stated to last.
Whilst there are some layers of interest within the story such as the unusual beginning making the viewer question if the entire
kinetic novel is a in universe story about a group of people telling bad stories or if the events in hotel are supposed to have
happen, the majority of the stories within the game sound like attempts at scary stories that young teenages would tell each
other. With typical claims to it having happened, all the stories occuring at a camp and generally massive glaring plotholes which
every character in the kinetic novel seems to over look until (in rare cases) its pointed out to them.
The problem I find the most with the game is it akin to waiting in a room with annoying strangers that are ignoring you making
small talk, its unengaging, occasionally anoying and ultimately you wish you were somewhere else.
Pros:

1. Consistent clear, UI and character artstyle.
2. Music is used well to create tension.
3. Free.
4. Short.
5. Steam Achievements.
Cons:
1. Limited technical options for resolution and other related visuals (this may be seen as a plus by those
wishing simple setup).
2. Limited Character Poses and poor quality background.
3. Character personalities are shallow, cliche and otherwise obnoxious with the girls been generally
unlikeable and the boys stupid .
4. The writing style come across as either poorly written or poorly translated, the stories themselves are
tendious and uninterestingly.
5. Sudden ending feels like the devs just didn't know how to finish the game.
Honestly I would advise you spend your time playing one of the better free kinetic or visual novels
available on Steam unless you are desperate for achievements, if your curious about the game then you
can see my playthrough below and actually hear me growing increasingly annoyed and weary with the
game as I progress.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ElQZ3IlCVMA&list=PLcK0-MphMJ_xDcSzqdfS0zXgRJZBhXHuF.
Harem Yuri
Yeah!. Love to play this game with my friends very entertaining. I like it. It's funny, light hearted, and best of all,
the tasks of each mission vary a great deal, which to me, is what VR is all about, providing new (and in this case,
obscure!) experiences. Some missions are railroaded but some give you many ways to creatively complete them.
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Basically, it's a puzzle game with violence. I'll be honest, i'm ambivalent about this. it's an interesting concept but
the execution ends up taking the things i hate about tetris and the thing i hate about turn based roguelikes and
magnifying them.
i'm going to reluctantly thumbs up this because it's fairly priced, it's fairly represented, and it's a rock solid
product.
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